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SUMMARY

We exploit the techniques, associated with the evolution operator method, to prove
the existence of a one-to one correspondence between the wave function of a free
particle and those of a particle ruled by a quadratic Hamiltonian.

(Evolution Operators; Free Particle States; Harmonic and forced oscillators)

RIASSUNTO
Le tecniche associate al metodo dell'operatore di evoluzione vengono utilizzate per
dimostrare l'esistenza di una corrispondenza biunivoca tra la funzione d'onda di una
particella libera e quella di una particella soggetta ad un potenziale armonico.
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EVOLUTION OPERATORS AND

TRANSFORMATION OF STATES UNDER

UNIFORM AND/OR ELASTIC

FORCES INTO FREE PARTICLE STATES

1. INTRODUCTION

In a recent article 1 Bernardini, Gori and Santarsiero (B.G.S.) have pointed out the
possibility of converting the states of a particle ruled by a uniform and/or harmonic
potential into those of a free particle.

These authors have noted that the wave function of a Free Particle (F.P.) can be
transformed into the wave function of a particle acted by a uniform force (PUF)
and/or an elastic force of the harmonic oscillator type (H.O.), by means of a simple
corrispondencc rule.

The analysis developed in Ref. [1] is fairly interesting and can be extended to more
general systems displaying the algebraic structure of the Hamiltonian discussed by
B.G.S. We will indeed prove that they hold in the case of explicitly time-dependent
Hamiltonians.

Before entering into the main body of the paper let us recall that, the law of motion of
a PUF is

x = x. + v.t + (1.1)
1 ' 2m

where (XJ,VJ) are the initial position and velocity respectively and f is the modulus of

the constant force, the equation of motion (1.1) can be transformed into that of a FP,
performing the transformation



ft2

— , T(t)=t . (1.2)
2m

A symilar argument holds for a H.O. with angular frequency co, and in this case the
correspondence rule is realized by

t ( )
cos(cot) co

The above results will be rederived in the next section by using a different point of
view.

2. C L A S S I C A L C O R R E S P O N D E N C E

We consider the following Hamiltonian, which describes a particle ruled by the
combined effect of a quadratic and linear potential

- ^ - p 2 + I k x 2 - f x , (2.1)
2m 2

we look for a suitable coordinate transformation by mapping (2.1) onto the FP
Hamiltonian

(2.2)

We assume that the coordinate transformation be of the type

^=Ax+B, T=T(t) , (2.3)

and that the new time variable is a continuous function of t. We find therefore

d „ 1 • •
:—q=—[xA + Ax + B] , (2.4)
dx t



where the dots denote derivative with respect to t.
By imposing that £, and p^ be canonical variables, we obtain the condition

so that Eq. (2.4) becomes

(2.5)

x Ax B
(2.6)

Since

dt
(2.7)

we obtain from (2.6) the further identity

df A 1 df B | A

A dt [A2 d t U 2 J
(2.8)

Finally by recalling that (co2=k/m)

2 fx=-co x+— ,
m

(2.9)

we end up with the following equations, which specify the functions A and B

d A
dT A?

CO

' A

(2.10a)

m) A
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By imposing the obvious conditions

A(0)=l, B(0)=0 (2.10b)

we end up with

A=-
1

cos(cot)

tan (cot)

CO

rj f 1-cos (cot)

moo2 cos (cot)
(2.10c)

which in the limit co=0 yields Eq. (1.2) while for f=0 yields (1.3).

It is obvious that the above procedure can be extended to the cases where either
CO and f are time-dependent functions; in this case we obtain

d

dt

d

dt

A

.A 1 .

" B "

A 1

A(t)

f(t)
A(t) m

(2.11a)

which, after setting

S(t)=(A(t))-1 , (2.11b)

yields

= -co/(t)S(t)

B =

, t , , t'
1 r dt

ff(t")S(t")dt"
) J

(2.12)
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The above results can be extended to more complicated quadratic Hamiltonians,
including multidimensional cases, coupling, etc.

3. THE CASE OF THE LINEAR POTENTIAL: FP-PUF CORRISPON-

DENCE

In this section we will reconsider the previous problem within a quantum mechanical
framework, by using a group theoretic procedure. We discuss the time dependent
solution of the following PUF Schrodinger equation

By n2 d2

i f t ^ = y f x y , (3.1)

where fi is the reduced Planck-constant. For future convenience we cast (3.1) in the
form

— i|/ = (A + B)y (3.2)
at

where A and B are two operators defined by

- m a~ - if*
A = — - y , B = — . (3.3)

zm c;x «

The evolution operator, associated to (3.2), can be written as

(3.4)

The use of the disentanglement rule 2

i ^ a "a

= ^ 1 2 2 2
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valid for operators a and b satisfying the rule of commutation

[a,b]=ca1/2 , (3.6)

where c is a c-number, allows to cast the PUF evolution operator in the form

J -2 ma 2 ^ 2

The derivation of (3.7) is based on the further identities2-3

S
e 3x q(x)=q(x

a 2 A2

r _o , . r O

e dx m(x)=m x + 2r—- e dx

The structure of the evolution operator is amenable to a physical interpretation. The
operator, containing the second order derivative, accounts for the free evolution,whilst
the exponential of the first order derivative yields a coordinate translation.
Accordingly, the initial wave function \(/o(x)s\(/(x,O), is turned into

x>0 e 2 m 9x . e 9x~ w (x) =

,(3.9)

' m ox iif / Y t^

where eicPW is the phase factor in Eq. (3.7), i.e. (p(x, t) = — (x - ft /6m). Equation

(3.9) indicates that PUF states can be obtained from those of F.P., after using the
coordinate transformation (1.2). This result is in complete agreement with those of ref.
[1]. We have privileged a derivation based on an operatorial treatment, as it is more
appropriate to treat the case in which the Hamiltonian of the Schro'dinger equation
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(3.1) is explicitly time dependent. Let us suppose indeed that f is a time dependent
force, namely

2m dx
(3.10)

The relevant evolution operator can be written as2

where

(3.11a)

<D(x,t) = -
Ti

t t1

x f f(t1 )dt' f f(t1 )df f t" f(t" )dt"
0 0

+ •
fim

1

f(t1 )df J f(t1 )t' df — t J f(t1 )dtf

o o

(3.11b)

which turns into the above <p(x,t) for a constant force.

The structure of the evolution operator (3.11a) is the same as (3.7), so that we finally
set

-j(f-t)f(f),t
m 0 J

(3.12)

The shift term of the x variable is also provided by Eq. (2.12) after setting S(t)=l.

It i> worth noting that, if Hamiltonian (3.10) is replaced by

tr 3
H=---g(t)-T-f(t)-x ,

2m dx~
(3.13)
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where g(t) is a time dependent function, the solution of the relevant Schrodinger
equation writes in the form

x-s(t),jg(t')df I ,
0

(3.14)

whose explicit derivation is clarified in Appendix A. Albeit % and s are more
complicated than the corresponding functions in the previous cases, eq. (3.14) states
the same conclusion as before, i.e. that the states ruled by the Hamiltonian (3.13) can
be obtained from those of the free particle by a simple shift of the spatial coordinate,
evaluated at a time provided by the integral of the function g(t), which may be
regarded as accounting for a time-dependence of the mass. It should also be noted
that the shift term s(t) is of classical nature. It does not contain h and can always be
derived by using arguments of the type developed in Sec. II.

4. THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR CASE: FP-HO CORRISPONDENCE

We consider the following harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian

„ ft2 d2 I 2 2
H= =-+—mco x

2m 3X
2 2

(4.1)

The corresponding Schrodinger equation can be written as

da
i d~ i - 2

(4.2a)

where

mcoa=cot, x = J — - - x (4.2b)

The time dependent solution of (4.2a) can be achieved by using the method described
in Ref. [2], we introduce the operators
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K+ 29x2' K" 2 X ' K° 2 r a x + 2 ! ( 4 3 )

and write the evolution operator in the form

The commutation properties of the operators K+,KQ allow to specify the ordering

functions g,h,f as 2

g(a)=f(a)=tga, e h ( a ) =cosa . (4.5)

Therefore, by exploiting the identity

dx ())(x)=<t>(eax) (4.6)

and by restoring the old coordinates, we end up with

(4.7)

am i ( x
VF.P.

cos cot co J

which coincides with the B.G.S. result and confirms the ansatz of Sec. I, II.

A further important example is provided by the Hamiltonian

H= T + - m c o / x / — - + - > (4.8)
2m3x2 2 2 l i 2 /

which describes an H.O. including a momentum position coupling. The relevant
Schrodinger equation can be written as
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da'
id2 i - 2 1 u - a r

7. X + X — + -
2 9x2 2 2f i) i 3x 2,

(4.9)

The evolution operator can be cast as in (4.4), but the characteristic functions read

eh(a)=cos(VAa)---^sin
co VA

VA VA

(4.10)

thus getting
coupling)

denotes the evolution operator for harmonic oscillators with

\j/0(x) = (4.11)

In this case too, the corrispondence between F.P. and H.O. is possible, but the
coordinate transformation is realized by

,h(a)'
f(a)
co

(4.12)

The physical reasons underlying this last result will be commented in the concluding
section. We emphasize that (4.11) is a fairly general result, which holds for time-
dependent Hamiltonians too, provided that the characteristic functions are properly
redefined.4

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have confirmed and extended the results contained in B.G.S.. We
want however to touch a final point relevant to the quantum treatment of a particle
moving under the combined effect of a linear and quadratic potential, which provides
a useful model for several physical problems.
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The Schrodinger equation for a particle ruled by the Hamiltonian (2.1) can be cast in
the form

3t
fid 1 2 , VN2 1 2 V

T +-mco (x - X r —mco/X
2m ax

2 2 2

X=-
mco

or, with the notation (4.2), as

(5.1)

23x

mco f

moo"

(5.2)

The evolution operator writes therefore as in (4.4) with the only difference that the

exponential operator, containing the generator KQ, is replaced by *

( 5 .3)

thus finally getting

To disentangle the exponential in (5.3) we have used the rule-

A + B Q B .j-r t AT

e =e 4 e ,if[A,B] =
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• cos cot co )

(5-4)

S(t) = r-(l-COS(C0t))
mco

The above expression confirms that the x-variable shift is of classical nature and is in
agreement with the results of Sec. II. The phase term reduces to the PUF or H.O.
case if we keep the limits CO—>0 or f—>0 respectively.
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APPENDIX A

The Schrodinger equation relevant to the Hamiltonian (3.13) can be cast in the form

2m

Therefore the relevant evolution operator write as

U(t) = e dx eMUA (A.2)

with the functions (cp,y,T|,X.) being specified by

i*

Applying U(f) to the initial wave function \}/(x,0) we obtain

^ t ax2 \^(x,0) (A.4)

which exploiting the identities (3.8) specializes into



where

21

x-s(t),jg(t')dt' (A.5)

s(0 =
m

t t \ t f

Jg(f)df Jf(f)df —Jf(f)dfjg(t")dt" (A.6)
m

J 0

and x(x>0 is a rather cumbersome expression which can be obtained from (A.3).
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